
KDX is a program in BETA. This means, the program isn't officially released to the public
yet, however, it is available to the public to test. This would imply that the public that
understand the program enough to install it without documentation should be the only ones
using the product. However, even the best of us get stumped on things once and a while,
and most of us will miss out on some of the key features of the product by finding things
out ourselves.

The basic setup of KDX may be like no other program you have ever used before. This
section will explain in detail everything; from the basics of connecting to a server, and how
servers work, as well as using Sound Sets, Icon Lists, and Color Schemes in KDX, to the
Shortcut Keys in the program, and advanced features.
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Installing KDX
Download the program. Once downloaded, extract the files [using an extrator
such as Winzip (for PC users), or Stuffit (for Mac users)] into a folder, and
open the KDX Client application.
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http://www.winzip.com/
http://www.stuffit.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Configuring KDX
There are many settings that may be made to KDX, to customize it to your preference.

First and most importantly, is your user name. This will give users
something to recognize you by... an "online alias", or your real name; the
choice is up to you.

To start, open the KDX client, and click the "Settings" button (shown in red
on the right).
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Name and Colors



Once you have the settings window open,
you can start putting in the data
requested: Your name, and a brief
description of yourself- perhaps your
current status (this will show up next to
your name in the user list).

 

 

The Foreground color, and background
color are the colors of the text of your
name (Foreground) and the color behind
your name (Background). Change these
to suit your own personal preference, but
remember to make it visible; Other users
will want to be able to read your name
and description.
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Icon
Up next is your Icon. For those of you that have used Carracho before, you'll find this part very simple.

Your Icon is a 32x32 pixel picture of your choice. It can be absolutely anything you want it to be, and if you put the work
into it, it can really make your username noticeable, as well as displaying a small chunk of your character. Most use a
program like Adobe Photoshop, but if you don't have access to a program with as much editing capability, you do have your
system's default.

PC Users:    Microsoft Paint. (in the run menu, type mspaint, and press enter)
Mac Users: Appleworks Paint.

    Use the paint program of your choice, and create an icon 32x32 pixels in size, then copy it, and paste it in the icon area
in the settings window (shown below).
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Adding Sound
The first step to adding sound, is to get yourself some sound lists. Download them here.

After you've chosen a few Sound Lists, create a folder in the KDX client's directory entitled "Sound Lists", and place your
selections in it. You will now be able to select a list in the KDX Settings menu, under the "General Settings" tab.

http://Kdx.sytes.net/sound
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Changing the Icons in KDX
The KDX icons are the icons displayed in the files section of a KDX server. The first step to changing these icons, is to
download a new icon list. Download them here.

After you have chosen a few Icon lists, create a folder in the KDX client's directory entitled "Icon Lists", and place your
selections in it. You will now be able to select a list in the KDX Settings menu, under the "General Settings" tab.
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http://Kdx.sytes.net/icon


Changing KDX's Appearance
There are several ways to do this. Both start with downloading "Color Schemes". Download them here.

 

Once you have your Color Schemes picked out, you can do one of two things:
Open the KDX Settings tab, go to General Settings, and click the "Load" Button, then find the Icon lists on your
hard drive,

or

1.  

Create a folder entitled "Color Schemes" in your KDX directory, and place your Color Schemes in it, then select your
Scheme from the pulldown menu in General Settings.

2.  

http://kdx.sytes.net/color


-Frequently Asked Questions
      -Is there a way to control your bandwidth?
            Not within the KDX Programs.
      -is there a way to simply search the server for what your lookin for
            Yes.  While in files, press CTRL+F.  You may then search the contents 
                        of the entire server, if the server's files are catalogged.
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